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Advertising exchanges are open 
marketplaces that allow publishers 
and advertisers to connect (like a 
stock exchange). 

They facilitate transactions, but do not 
take ownership of inventory.

RTB Role: Most ad exchanges 
have built RTB capabilities for ad 
buyers (e.g. advertisers, agencies, ad 
networks).

These digital media buying platforms 
are either independent or specialized 
entities of media buying agencies 
(often called holding companies 
e.g. WPP). Each of these holding 
companies leaves media and 
technology buying decisions up to 
independent agencies, but almost all 
of them leverage an in-house trading 
desk to aggregate real-time buying 
under one roof.

RTB Role: Agency buying desks sit 
between advertisers, parent agencies 
and the platforms used to facilitate 
RTB. As some agencies don’t have 
core RTB technology, they may 
partner with a third-party company 
such as a DSP to support RTB 
campaigns.

A DSP is a technology layer on 
top of display-buying systems that 
streamlines the media buying process 
by using impression-level decisioning 
based on multiple parameters and 
data sources. 

DSPs help media buyers aggregate, 
bid on and optimize digital inventory 
across multiple sources.

RTB Role: DSPs are at the  
forefront of the real-time bidding (RTB) 
ecosystem, working with multiple 
agencies and advertisers to provide 
the technology and expertise needed 
to support RTB campaigns.

While sometimes described as a DSP, 
the company actually focuses on being 
a customizable ad tech platform and 
partners with DSPs, exchanges, ad 
networks and trading desks.

More commonly known as yield 
managers/optimizers, supply-side 
platforms help publishers better 
manage and price their inventory. 
Premium publishers favor SSPs, as 
they are able to protect proprietary 
audience data and brand reputation. 
SSPs currently represent some of 
the largest sources of display ad 
inventory.

RTB Role: SSPs facilitate demand 
from buy-side platforms.

Advertising networks enable the 
publishers of the websites they 
represent to sell more inventory. A 
website can either be represented 
exclusively by a single network or 
have relationships with a number of 
networks. The publisher will either use 
a network to sell remnant inventory 
(to supplement sales by its own sales 
team), or it will depend on the network 
for all its ad sales.

RTB Role: Some ad networks are 
adding RTB capabilities to facilitate 
real-time transactions on behalf of 
advertisers, agencies and trading 
desks. They are competing with 
demand-side platforms for advertising 
budgets.

Data partners include data providers 
and data management platforms 
(DMPs). Data management platforms 
allow all parties involved in media 
buying and selling to manage 
proprietary data, facilitate the usage of 
third-party data or port audience data 
to other platforms. 

As capabilities of DSPs extend to 
integrate other media such as mobile, 
video and social, providers of these 
emerging types of data and analytics 
will become an increasingly important 
part of the display advertising 
landscape.

Dynamic creative optimization tools 
help advertisers evaluate and optimize 
creative elements in real-time in 
order to identify the best performing 
combinations for their campaigns.

Real-time testing against a specific 
audience group allows marketers to 
personalize messages and optimize 
their campaigns’ performance in a 
scalable way.

Ad verification, as a means of safely 
and efficiently buying advertising 
inventory, is seen by many media 
buyers as an essential component of 
their advertising strategy. 

Ad verification entails a post-
campaign auditing methodology that 
enables campaign reconciliation, while 
brand protection is more preventative 
in nature by validating an ad call 
before ad serving. Brand protection 
platforms investigate audiences, 
media destinations and advertisers 
to provide assurance that ads are not 
inappropriately placed.

Access your copy at 
econsultancy.com/reports/rtb-buyers-guide

Find out more
Econsultancy’s Real-Time Bidding Buyer’s Guide focuses on the 
RTB marketplace, with detailed information about the trends and 
issues affecting the online advertising sector. 

The guide includes detailed profiles of the leading  
demand-side platforms (DSPs), trading desks and supply-side 
platforms (SSPs), best practice and tips for identifying the right 
platform to meet your needs.

Note: This is not a comprehensive list/representation of companies present in the 
real-time bidding (RTB) ecosystem, but is intended as a starting point for identifying 

main parties/platforms and their role in facilitating RTB transactions.
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